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Abstract

Wikipedia, a collaborative crowd-sourced platform, is the
largest, most visited online encyclopedia. Since it spreads in-
formation freely in more than 300 languages, many users,
tools, and dashboards rely on its content. Hence, there is
a need to maintain its fairness and completeness. However,
previous research has indicated the existence of a signifi-
cant gender gap in Wikipedia biographical articles. We al-
ready know that a minimal proportion of those articles por-
tray women and there are gender asymmetries in the textual
content of these articles, but little has been reported about
the visual aspects (e.g., image volume or image quality) of
the gender gap. Here, we analyze all biographies available
on Wikipedia across 300 occupations in the ten most widely
spoken languages, and undertake quantitative and qualitative
analysis of gender differences in the written and visual con-
tent. The cross-lingual results indicate that (1) much of the
male bias in content arises when editors select which person-
alities should have a Wikipedia page, (2) the trends in written
and visual content are quite dissimilar, (3) men biographies
tend to have more images across languages, and (4) female
biographies average better visual quality. A more granular
analysis is performed on English Wikipedia, distinguishing
trends in occupations and qualitatively analyzing science and
technology biographies. The overall results shed light on the
kinds of visual biases that emerge in the collaborative creation
of Wikipedia and yield guidelines for future management of
contributions on the platform.

1 Introduction
In recent years, a broad scientific interest in Wikipedia’s
knowledge gaps has emerged. Several studies have pointed
out that “the encyclopedia that everyone can edit” tends
to register systematic disparities in various content di-
mensions (Redi et al. 2021). Researchers have identified
significant inequities concerning coverage of times, geo-
graphic locations, cultures, genders, languages, and socioe-
conomic circumstances (Graham et al. 2014; Gruwell 2015;
Samoilenko et al. 2017; Beytı́a 2020; Agarwal et al. 2020).

In this context, the topic of gender asymmetries in content
has received quite a lot of attention. Across all its language
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Figure 1: Wikiproject “Daughter’s of Hind” portraying
Queen of Jhansi–LaxmiBai, an initiative for “Empowering
Indian women” on Wikipedia1. The text in Hindi translates
as – Daughters of Hind are not less than anyone. We are re-
ally thankful for your help on this project.

editions, Wikipedia currently stores more than 6M biogra-
phies about “notable” people. Of these, less than 20% por-
tray women (Wikimedia 2020)2. Continued exposure to such
biased content could foster and fortify gender prejudices and
stereotypes globally (Wajcman 2008) and widen the gender
gap in Wikipedia audiences (Johnson and Williams 2020).

Numerous initiatives have emerged over the years to close
this gender gap. For example several projects were created
to expand women’s coverage on Wikipedia in English and
other languages: Women in Red, Editatona, Wiki Loves
Women, WikiGap, Wikiproject “Daughter’s of Hind” (see
Figure 1), among others3. These projects allow for addition
of images for women, from different parts of the world, how-
ever vital gaps still remain.

In recent years, researchers have also contributed to this
cause by studying and measuring content gender gaps. They
have reported that the women portrayed in Wikipedia are on
average slightly more notable than men and due to a ‘glass
ceiling effect’: only very notable women get to be included
in this registry, while men would have lower barriers to en-
try (Wagner et al. 2016). Moreover, studies have shown that
the content gender gap is a complex phenomenon composed
of several overlapping information asymmetries. Empirical
evidence reveals that inequity in coverage is complemented
by imbalances in articles’ topics, lexicon, classification, and
structural position (Graells-Garrido, Lalmas, and Menczer

2Data extracted in February 2020.
3Some of the groups and initiatives are listed here: https://meta.

wikimedia.org/wiki/Gender gap
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2015; Wagner et al. 2015; 2016; Beytı́a and Wagner 2022).
Lastly, ‘Wikidata Human Gender Indicators’ (Klein et al.
2016) delivers weekly updated statistics on (some facets of)
gender disparities on Wikipedia.

However, there exists much less work regarding visual
content biases on Wikipedia. Despite the crucial role of
images for gender roles and stereotype diffusion (Goffman
1979), they have been mostly overlooked in research on gen-
der asymmetries on Wikipedia. The few existing studies ana-
lyzing visual disparities across genders (Young, Wigdor, and
Kane 2016; Singh et al. 2020; Zagovora, Flöck, and Wagner
2017) are relatively small scale in terms of quantity of bi-
ographies analyzed (1,000 articles at most), languages con-
sidered (English or German only), and range of metrics.

This study aims to overcome these limitations to advance
the development of an overall, systematic perspective on vi-
sual gender biases in Wikipedia. For the first time, we con-
duct a macro cross-lingual exploration of gender gaps in
Wikipedia biographies from a multimodal perspective. In
doing so, we make multiple contributions:

• We collect a dataset of all 6.2M biographical articles
available on Wikipedia and the images included in bi-
ographies for the ten most widely spoken languages in
the world4 (English, Mandarin Chinese, Hindi, Spanish,
French, Standard Arabic, Bengali, Russian, Portuguese,
and Indonesian).

• We define and compute 4 multimodal metrics to measure
and compare the gender gap across the biographies’ visual
and textual components. These metrics evaluate content
quantity and quality, and cover the three ‘stages of visi-
bility production’ in Wikipedia – selection, building, and
positioning – as proposed by Beytı́a and Wagner (2022).

• We explore monolingual and multilingual gender asym-
metries across ten occupational categories that cover the
300 most typical occupations on Wikipedia.

The more comprehensive results from the analysis sug-
gest that: (1) much of the male bias emerges at the article se-
lection stage (i.e., deciding which personalities should have
a Wikipedia page), (2) the trends in visual and textual biases
are dissimilar, (3) men biographies tend to have more im-
ages across languages, and (4) female biographies average
better visual quality.

The next Section reviews the scientific literature on the
Wikipedia content gender gap. Subsequently, we explain our
data collection methodology and describe the metrics we use
to measure content gender biases (Section 3). Section 4 vi-
sualizes the main quantitative results and qualitatively ana-
lyzes the gender disparity in biographies of science and tech-
nology. Finally, we discuss our overall findings (Section 5)
and present conclusions (Section 6).

2 Background and Related Work
Collaborative editorial work on Wikipedia inevitably pro-
duces patterns of visibility for genders (Beytı́a and Wag-

4https://www.visualcapitalist.com/100-most-spoken-
languages/

ner 2022). It illuminates each one in a particular way, giv-
ing it a degree of representation (e.g., number of articles),
a form of characterization (e.g., associating its articles with
certain topics), and a structural placement in the informa-
tion system (e.g., disseminating its content in a number of
languages). Following this idea, we can classify the litera-
ture on gender asymmetries in Wikipedia content into three
‘stages of visibility production’: selection, building, and po-
sitioning (Beytı́a and Wagner 2022).

The first stage involves content selection processes, in-
cluding the suggestion of biographies to be developed in ar-
ticles and the dynamics of acceptance or deletion of previ-
ously elaborated entries. At this phase, what is at stake is
the degree of representation of each gender in the biogra-
phies repository. Several investigations have evaluated gen-
ders’ coverage in Wikipedia, indicating that women have
fewer biographies than men, representing between 13.2%
and 19.9% of the total record (Graells-Garrido, Lalmas, and
Menczer 2015; Yu et al. 2016; Wikimedia 2020). By con-
trast, no systematic gender differences have been found in
the content removal processes. Studies suggest that there are
no more deletions of articles about women than men and no
more requests for deleting content about women (Adams,
Brückner, and Naslund 2019; Worku et al. 2020).

The second stage comprises the dynamics of content
building. It involves the insertion of written and audio-
visual information in articles, considering the processes
of choosing, structuring, and presenting that content. At
stake in this phase is the characterization of each gender
in Wikipedia’s discourse. Investigations found no discrim-
ination against women in terms of the length of biogra-
phies. In fact, female biographies tend to be longer than
male ones (Graells-Garrido, Lalmas, and Menczer 2015;
Wagner et al. 2015). Something similar happens with en-
cyclopedic references and sources: research on profession-
specific articles shows that biographies about women have
more references than those about men, and those references
come from more diverse sources (Young, Wigdor, and Kane
2016). However, there are systematic asymmetries in the
topics discussed in the biographies and in the lexicon used
to write them. Women’s biographies tend to focus more on
gender, social relations, and family characteristics (Wagner
et al. 2016) and more frequently use words associated with
gender, achievement, and family (Graells-Garrido, Lalmas,
and Menczer 2015).

The third stage includes content positioning processes,
considering the association (classification and linking) of ar-
ticles and the dissemination of them in multiple languages.
At this phase, what is at stake is the structural placement of
the articles of each gender in Wikipedia, i.e., their location in
encyclopedic categories and their centrality within the infor-
mation system. Studies on classification show that biogra-
phies of men are more frequent in sports categories and those
of women in arts categories (Graells-Garrido, Lalmas, and
Menczer 2015). In the hyperlink network between articles,
biographies with higher centrality are predominantly male,
and connectivity between articles about men and women is
often asymmetric and favors men (Graells-Garrido, Lalmas,
and Menczer 2015; Wagner et al. 2015). However, there
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is no male dominance concerning multilingual notability:
women, on average, tend to have their biographies in more
languages than men, even controlling for occupation type
and year of birth (Wagner et al. 2016).

Despite the cross-cutting nature of the visual field, few
studies have analyzed how images on this platform estab-
lish gender asymmetries, and the exceptions have focused
on specific occupational groups, on particular languages, or
have not explored biographical articles.

Young, Wigdor, and Kane (2016) analyzed the biogra-
phies of the Fortune 1000 CEOs in English Wikipedia. They
concluded that there is no gender bias in this group of ar-
ticles’ visual content, at least when looking at the total
number of images they include and the number of images
in which each CEO appears. Zagovora, Flöck, and Wag-
ner (2017) examined articles describing occupations (not bi-
ographies) in German Wikipedia and found a gender dis-
proportion: almost half of the images (44.8%) show men
practicing the professions and only 12.4% depict women.
Singh et al. (2020) analyzed in English Wikipedia images
of traditionally female professions (Librarian, Nurse) and
male professions (Computer Programmer, Civil Engineer),
and then compared the gender frequencies in those images
with U.S. labor statistics. The results suggest that the images
in Wikipedia have a male over-representation: they exacer-
bate the presence of men in typically male professions and
also underrepresent women in typically female professions.

There remain multiple gaps in the current analysis of vi-
sual gender asymmetries on Wikipedia. This includes cov-
ering all biographical articles, considering all professions,
and working across multiple languages. Further a compar-
ison between visual and textual gaps is rarely studied, and
lastly, images have only been analyzed quantitatively (and
not qualitatively). Hence, this work marks a significant step
toward comprehensive understanding of gender bias in vi-
sual content on Wikipedia.

3 Methods
This Section presents our methodology and dataset details.
We collect a large dataset of Wikipedia biographies and their
images, and make it publicly available5. We develop metrics
using biographies’ text, images, and additional demographic
data related to the articles.

3.1 Methodology to Gather the Dataset
Since the focus of our study is to understand articles on
people, we start by collecting a list of 6.22 Million peo-
ple available from Wikidata as of February 2020. Wikidata6

is a knowledge graph storing most of the knowledge on
Wikipedia and its sister projects in a structured form. For
example, the Wikidata ID for Serena Williams is Q11459.
Using this ID, one can view or fetch machine-readable de-
tails from Wikidata in a property:value format7. We

5Dataset: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5899657
6https://www.wikidata.org/
7View available at http://wikidata.org/wiki/Q11459. For each

person, we extract Gender (P21), Occupation type (P106), Birth-
place (P19) and the list of Wikipedia articles in different languages

describe the above extracted features as follows:

• Gender: For each Wikidata item in our list, we take the
gender values from and recode them into three categories:
male, female and other, which includes a small list of non-
binary gender identities. The resulting gender distribution
is as follows: 70% Males, 20% Females, 0.02% Other, and
nearly 10% are Unknown (i.e., information is missing).

• Occupation: We take the occupation value from the Wiki-
data items. When the item has multiple ocupation values,
we take at the top of the list, namely the most relevant and
referenced occupation of a person. To standardise the oc-
cupations across all biographies we hand-coded the most
frequent 300 occupations, which covers 61% data, into 10
broader occupation categories. Note that, of the remaining
39%, around 36% are unknown or null. This coding uses
labels from wide spectrum of taxonomy defined in Pan-
theon project (Yu et al. 2016)8 and reviewed in the Net-
worked Pantheon database (Beytı́a and Schobin 2020).
The taxonomy groups various professions to a topical
category. For example, all professions like actor, writer,
painter, singer, poet and so forth will come under ‘Arts’
category. The top three occupation in our dataset are Arts,
Sports, and Science and Technology, with 16%, 13% and
12% biographies respectively. We show the distribution of
items by birthplace and gender in Figure 2.

• Birthplace Continent: We take this as an indicator of geo-
graphic location associated with person. From Wikidata,
we resolve the birthplace location into longitude-latitude
coordinates, based on which we obtain country and con-
tinent labels. A large proportion of biographies (65%) are
missing the locations field. We performed a manual check
on a random subset of Geo-tagged data and it showed
that nearly all times the Geo-tagging is accurate with our
pipeline. Europe is the top continent in our data account-
ing for nearly 20% of the biographies. We show the dis-
tribution of items by occupation and gender in Figure 2.

We additionally check if the missing data in occupation or
birthplace continent adds any significant bias in data distri-
bution. We test this by recreating the distribution plots (Fig-
ure 2) using the data from the missing biographies and then
comparing those distributions with our data set. First, we
check gender with continent plot for people not included in
our analysis because they do not have one of the top occu-
pations. Then, we replicate the gender with occupation plot
for people who have no specified birthplace continent.

We do not find any relevant change in the gender with
continents plot rendered with missing biographies (with-
out a top occupation). In the gender with occupation plot
(biographies with the missing continent), we find minor
changes in the order of the occupations (i.e. the ranking of
frequencies). However, the Spearman rank correlation test
confirms that the ordered lists of occupations in our sample
is highly related with the same list with the missing cases
(value = 0.93, p < 0.0001).

about that person.
8https://www.kaggle.com/mit/pantheon-project
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Figure 2: Breakdown of people items on Wikidata by gender
plus occupation type (Top) and birth-place continent (Bot-
tom). The white dotted line shows the fraction of items for
the category on the x-axis, after removing null values. The
x-axis is sorted based on decreasing order of these fractions.

3.2 Collecting Article Data

For each item on Wikidata, we collect the list of languages
for which there exists a corresponding Wikipedia article. We
see that pages have been created on an average in 1.6 differ-
ent languages for the items in our dataset. The page present
in maximum languages is that on Barack Obama (235 lan-
guages). Given the wide spectrum of languages available on
Wikipedia, and the variability in terms of focus and volume
of data, for the purpose of this study, we focus on 10 main
languages only. Specifically, we focus on the languages with
the most speakers: English, Spanish, French, Portuguese,
Mandarin Chinese, Indonesian, Hindi, Bengali, Russian and
Arabic. This is because the structuring of knowledge in these
languages probably has the greatest consequences in con-
temporary global culture. We show number of biographies
with/without images and images in each language in Table 1.

We also calculate the article quality for each biography
in the 10 language considered. To do so, we use Wikime-
dia’s Language Agnostic Quality Classifier9 that automati-
cally scores Wikipedia article revisions based on their over-
all quality, using structural information of the article such as
the number of references, the length, etc. The output of the
classifier is a score in the range [0, 1], where 1 corresponds
to high quality, and 0 to stub-level article quality10.

9meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Prioritization of
Wikipedia Articles/Language-Agnostic Quality

10en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Content assessment

Language #Biographies with(out) images #Images
Arabic 330k (119k) 452k
Bengali 12k (11k) 18k
Chinese 74k (143k) 109k
English 658k (1.02M) 1.04M
French 420k (168k) 743k
Hindi 11k (7k) 16k
Indonesian 47k (29k) 64k
Portuguese 182k (46k) 276k
Russian 266k (166k) 437k
Spanish 197k (226k) 316k

Table 1: Dataset details per language.

3.3 Collecting Image Information
After collecting people biographies, we collect the links of
all images on these Wikipedia pages using the image ta-
ble from the Mediawiki database11. For the 10 selected lan-
guages we retrieve a total number of 4M image urls (1.4M
unique), out of which we retain 2.86 M (1.37M unique) im-
ages and remove image files having .svg, .png, or .gif exten-
sion which mostly represent icons and appear in nearly all
pages (e.g., Wikipedia logo).

We show the average number of images per page (if they
exist) in each language in Figure 3 (Left). Figure 3 (Mid-
dle and Right) shows the fraction of biographies covered per
language (with and without image) and the relative ratio of
biographies with and without images. Note that this is based
on selected 10 languages. For each image in our dataset,
we also calculate its intrinsic visual quality by training a
Wikipedia Image Quality classifier. To do so, we collect a
training set of 300k images. The set is composed of:

• The positive samples, namely 150k High quality images.
These are images tagged with the Quality images category
from Wikimedia Commons12. These images are likely to
be of high quality, as editors add images to the Quality
images images category only if they meet specific image
quality requirements decided by the Commons commu-
nity13.

• The negative samples, namely 150k low quality images.
These are images randomly drawn from the repository of
Commons images. Random Commons images are likely
to be of low quality, small resolution, and they are rarely
used to illustrate Wikipedia articles (Erickson, Perez, and
Perez 2018). The likelihood that these images are of high
quality is very low. At the time of writing, there are around
275K images marked as Quality images on Commons,
which is around 0.4% of the images available in the repos-
itory (circa 76M).

We next train a classifier able to distinguish low (negative
samples) VS. high (positive samples) quality images. To do
so, we train an XCeption (Chollet 2017) neural network.
We initialize the network with random weights, and train for
50 iterations, with a batch size of 32. We use 80% of the

11mediawiki.org/wiki/Category:MediaWiki database tables
12commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Quality images
13commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Quality images

candidates\#Guidelines
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Figure 3: (Left) Distribution of images per page across languages. (Middle) Fraction of different kinds of pages in 6.22 Million
items. (Right) Fraction of biographies with images per language.

Figure 4: Left: Low-quality images, i.e., pictures randomly drawn from the image repository of Wikimedia Commons. Right:
High-quality images, i.e., pictures tagged with “Quality images” category from Wikimedia Commons.

data for training, and the rest for validation. The classifier
achieves 85% accuracy on a balanced test set. The resulting
image quality classifier, given any image, outputs a quality
score in the range [0, 1]. Figure 4 displays examples of im-
ages categorized by this classifier as low or high quality.

3.4 Metrics
To get a full, multimodal picture of the gender gap on
Wikipedia, across visual and textual content, we define four
metrics, reflecting content selection, building, and position-
ing. Each metric includes two indicators: one capturing the
visual aspect of a gap (ctype=i) and one capturing the tex-
tual or content aspect of the same gap (ctype=t). All metrics
follow the same generic formula that captures equality be-
tween female and male biographies:

Mctype =
q(female)

q(male)
(1)

where q is a generic score/quantity used for analysis (e.g.,
number of articles), q(male) refers to that quantity calcu-
lated for male biographies, and q(female) refers to the
same quantity for biographies about women.

While Wikidata allows to identify people with 36 possi-
ble genders14, we decided to focus on comparing males and
females (99.9% of biographies with gender attributed). Un-
fortunately, only 1,223 biographies (0.01%) do not belong to
those categories, which are further separated into multiple

14https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property talk:P21

identities (e.g., intersex, transgender male, transgender fe-
male, agender, hermaphroditism, etc.). This high dissection
does not allow us to perform, for those genders, the granular
analysis we intend here (observing trends in different lan-
guages and types of occupations). We consider this to be a
limitation of the current work.

Each metric offers a different perspective on the gender
gap, by giving different interpretations of q. Such formula-
tion allows to express, with one single number (a ratio), the
extent of the gender gap as the prominence of the generally
dominant category (male), across different dimensions. The
closer M is to 1, the smaller the gender gap, because q takes
similar values for male and female biographies. M values
close to 0 reflect the prominence of male content. M values
above 1 reflect the prominence of female content.

Following Beytı́a and Wagner (2022), we posit that
gender-related visual asymmetries can be identified across
three stages of visibility production. The collaborative use
of images in biographies inevitably produces a selection of
a set of “illustrated biographies” in each language version.
When Wikipedia editors use images to collaboratively char-
acterize each biography (and by extension its gender), they
are participating in the content building phase. And that pro-
cess inevitably produces a group of articles which, at the
multilingual level, are differentiated by a degree of visual
positioning of the biographies in various languages.

Content Selection
Monolingual Coverage (MC): This metric offers a high-
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level view of the gender bias in Wikipedia articles. Here,
q corresponds to the amount of (illustrated) articles for dif-
ferent genders. More specifically, the MCt metric for text
reflects the ratio between counts of all female biographies
vs male biographies, while the MCi metric for visual con-
tent takes into account illustrated articles only:

MCt =
article count(female)

article count(male)
(2)

MCi =
illustrated article count(female)

illustrated article count(male)
(3)

Content Building
Content Quantity (CQ): This metric reflects the amount of
in-article content (text and images) for pages about differ-
ent genders in Wikipedia. For this metric, q is defined as the
average article length for the textual dimension, and the av-
erage volume of images in an article for the visual dimension
which we describe in Section 3.

CQt is defined therefore as the ratio between the average
number of characters in Wikipedia articles about women and
the average length of men biographies, while CQi is the ra-
tio between the average number of images in Wikipedia arti-
cles about women and the average number of images in men
biographies.

CQt =
avg number of characters(female)

avg number of characters(male)
(4)

CQi =
avg number of images(female)

avg number of images(male)
(5)

Content Quality (CQL): This metric reflects the quality of
article text and images for biographies in Wikipedia. Here,
q is defined as the average quality of an article or its images
for different genders.

CQLt is defined therefore as the ratio between the av-
erage article quality for women and the average quality of
men biographies, while CQLi is the ratio between the av-
erage quality of images in Wikipedia articles (refer Section
3) about women and the average quality of images in men
biographies.

CQLt =
avg article quality(female)

avg article quality(male)
(6)

CQLi =
avg image quality(female)

avg image quality(male)
(7)

Content Positioning
Multilingual Coverage (MLC): This metric provides an
overview of the “popularity” of an article (illustrated or unil-
lustrated) across different languages. Here, q reflects the av-
erage number of Wikipedia language editions covering a bi-
ography which exists in the language considered.

More specifically, the MLCt metric for text reflects the
ratio between the average number of languages covering all
female biographies divided by the average number of lan-
guages covering all the male biographies, while the MLCi
metric for visual content takes into account the multilingual
coverage of illustrated articles only:

MLCt =
language coverage(female)

language coverage(male)
(8)

MLCi =
language coverage illustrated(female)

language coverage illustrated(male)
(9)

4 Results
We compute the metrics in Section 3.4 for all articles in our
dataset, and report the results in the following subsections.

4.1 Quantifying Visual Gaps: Cross-Language
Patterns

Figure 5 shows, for the selected languages, the gender bias
metrics considered in this study organized according to the
three stages of visibility production described in Section 2.

SELECTION
C=all biographies

V=illustrated biographies

BUILDING
C=text quantity

V=image quantity

BUILDING
C=text quality

V=image quality

POSITIONING
Multilingual coverage of:

C=all biographies
V=illustrated biographies

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Hindi

Bengali

Spanish

Chinese

Indonesian

Portuguese

English

French

Arabic

Russian

Gender gap ratio: (Female)/(Male)

Content (C) Visual (V)

Figure 5: Visual and non-visual gender gaps by Wikipedia
language version (in the ten most spoken languages).

Across languages, there is a significant male bias in the se-
lection of biographies (MCt), with female biographies cov-
ering between 14.7% (Russian) and 22.5% (Hindi) of the
articles. Within each language, the selection of illustrated
biographies adopts practically the same pattern as that of all
biographies. This suggests that the visual bias follows the
same pattern as the text bias in the selection stage.

At the content building stage, the scenario is quite dif-
ferent. When comparing the amount of text in the articles
(CQt), most languages (except Russian, Spanish and Ben-
gali) have asymmetries in favor of women. This difference is
especially noticeable in Indonesian and Chinese. But when
we consider the amount of visual content (CQi), languages
tend to show either no asymmetries or a slight male bias (as
in French and Chinese). The exception is Indonesian, where
women have on average more images than men.

In terms of content quality (CQL), we see similar patterns
for both text and images. For all languages, the overall qual-
ity of women biographies is higher than that of men articles.
There exists a clear female bias for image quality only for
Chinese, Russian and Bengali (with all other languages hav-
ing almost the same level of visual quality across genders).

Collectively, these results suggest that, once a biography
makes it to Wikipedia, there is a huge dedication from the
community to maintain its levels of quality and amount of
content, with a stronger focus on text than on images. As
a trend, the textual content was more equitable or women
favoring as compared to the visual content. This speaks to
the tedious work of the numerous sub-communities whose
mandate, across language editions, is to improve the con-
tent and the representation of women in history. By man-
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ually inspecting some of the articles with higher content
quantity and quality, we found that, for example, most of
the articles about women in Russian Wikipedia are curated
by the “Project: Feminism”, a community of editors aiming
at improving women articles and increasing the number of
women biographies rated as Featured articles. This pattern
is also present in other languages, which also have projects
to improve the coverage and quality of women articles.15

Regarding the multilingual positioning of content, no sig-
nificant gender biases are found. However, in some lan-
guages (such as Russian and Arabic), women with biogra-
phies tend to have higher multilingual coverage than men. In
contrast, other languages (such as Chinese and Indonesian)
have slightly higher multilingual coverage for men. On these
positioning metrics, no major differences can be recognized
between the patterns of the content in general (MLCt) and
those of the illustrated articles (MLCi).

The multilingual coverage could be understood as a proxy
for the notability of the subject of a biography, i.e. how fa-
mous the person is across cultures. The greater the number
of languages in a biography, the greater its global relevance.
Thus, languages with biases in multilingual coverage estab-
lish asymmetries with respect to the multicultural relevance
of their portrayed men and women.

We interpret these slight asymmetries in an ambivalent
way because they could be correlated with a bias in the
biographies selection. For example, in Russian and Arabic
women average better multilingual coverage than men. To
some extent, that could result from the fact that those lan-
guages include the lowest proportions of female biographies
(14.7% and 15.6%), so they only include biographies of a
few very recognized women.

4.2 Occupational Patterns in English Wikipedia
To understand these biases more deeply, we will focus on
a specific language version (English Wikipedia). This will
allow us to decompose the metrics according to the occu-
pations of the people portrayed and to perform a qualitative
analysis of the emergence of visual gender biases in specific
occupational groups.

Figure 6 shows the gender bias metrics for English
Wikipedia. Four trends can be observed. First, most of the
male bias comes from the article selection stage. Second,
the male bias in the image quantity is the unique male asym-
metry after the article selection stage. Third, visual and writ-
ten content have a clear break down in the content building

15In Arabic Wikipedia, The Women’s Wiki Project community
works on increasing the quantity and quality of women articles,
with a special focus on women from the Arabic world. In Indone-
sian Wikipedia, the WikiGap project maintains a list of biographies
of the great women in history to be improved or translated from
other languages. The Hindi Wikipedia community maintains the
“Wikiproject daughters of Hind” (where Hind stands for the Indian
subcontinent), whose aim is to create, maintain or promote articles
related to Indian women holding high positions in India and abroad
(Figure 1). Beyond WikiProjects, we found that events such as the
Wikigap Edithaton organized in 2019 by Bengali Wikipedians, re-
sulted in many articles about women created and improved.

Figure 6: Visual and non-visual gender gaps on English
Wikipedia.

metrics: the amount and quality of text favor female biogra-
phies,16 while the quantity of images favors male biogra-
phies.17 Finally, the multilingual coverage of biographies
is slightly biased towards women, for all articles (with and
without images).18

Figure 7 shows the breakdown of these general trends
into ten broad categories of occupations. In terms of se-
lection, male bias is much more pronounced in professions
linked to religion and army than arts and humanities. We can
also identify two occupational patterns connected to content
building. Regarding image quantity, almost all professions
show a male bias, although the sports and religion biogra-
phies have the opposite trend. With respect to the image
quality, most occupations tend to have a slight female bias
(especially in law and government), although again biogra-
phies of religious figures show a contrasting pattern.

Finally, almost all occupations have similar patterns of
visual and non-visual positioning. Science and technology
biographies stand out because their number of illustrated
articles in various languages is substantially more male-
biased19 than their non-visual positioning indicator which
is female-biased.20

4.3 Qualifying Visual Gender Gaps: Exploring
Science and Technology Biographies

The above results indicate that visual content patterns are
quite independent of written content trends. The science and
technology biographies are one example of that. If we only
inspect their text, we might think that they do not manifest
a relevant gender bias. However, when we include the vi-
sual analysis, those same biographies show a male prefer-
ence associated with the number of images they contain (see
Figure 7). We qualitatively review this group of biographies
to further explore how a male visual preference in specific
occupational groups manifests itself on Wikipedia.

In English Wikipedia, only 14.5% of science and technol-
ogy biographies are about women. These articles are similar
in text length and text quality to those of men. Nevertheless,

16We perform Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test to check the sig-
nificance of the differences between female and male biographies:
D = 0.06(quantity);D = 0.01(quality), p < 0.0001 in both.

17KS stats: D = 0.015, p < 0.0001.
18KS stats: D = 0.02(0.03), p < 0.0001 in both.
19KS stats: D = 0.1, p < 0.0001
20KS stats: D = 0.14, p < 0.0001).
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Figure 7: Visual and non-visual gender gaps on English
Wikipedia by ten occupational domains.

our data shows that the vast asymmetry in selecting articles
is combined with a visual asymmetry in their building stage:
items about men have, on average, more images than those
about women. Why is this visual disparity established?

To answer that question, we undertook a qualitative ex-
amination of the articles associated with science and tech-
nology. Our start-point was a sample of 50,000 randomly
selected biographies. We created an interface with this data
to find cases of men and women similar according to con-
tent indicators21. This interface allowed us to segment the bi-
ographies by gender and occupational dimension, and also to
search for articles according to specific ranges of (1) length,
(2) quantity of images, (3) article quality, and (4) multi-
lingual coverage. We focused on identifying cases of men
and women who had occupations in science or technology
and stand out for their amount of visual content. We then
compared the identified cases between genders and analyzed
each biography to deepen the qualitative context of the vi-
sual differences between men and women.

With this method, we noticed a general trend. The bi-
ographies with better visual documentation are mainly about
people who made material productions with high social im-
pact (e.g., notable inventions or public constructions). For
example, Zhang Heng (23 images) invented the seismo-
graph, the water-powered armillary sphere, and improved
the water clock. Washington Sheffield (18) introduced tooth-
paste, and René Laennec (13) developed the stethoscope.
Paul Séjourné (14) built long bridges for masonry, while
Alan Turing (15) constructed an electromechanical machine
called “the bombe.” The visual advantage of these material
creations is that they can be directly photographed or drawn,
and they also leave a significant trace of objects linked to
their production (plans, sketches, formulas, etc.). The latter
multiplies the potential for visual documentation in these bi-
ographies.

Historically, the production of material objects has been
unequally attributed to men, which may partly explain why
there is a male visual bias in this broader occupational group.

21The interface is available at: https://public.tableau.com/
app/profile/pablo1729/viz/VisualGenderBiasesinWikipedia
caseselectionforqualitativeanalysis /Dashboard1

On the other hand, we notice that women who stand out
for their visual documentation are those that have achieved
significant and continuous professional milestones through-
out their lives, which can be easily represented with photos
or symbols associated with their biographical stages.

Grace Hopper, for example, is the woman in our sample
with the most images in her biography (10 images). That is
because her career as a mathematician and computer scien-
tist was primarily spent in the U.S. Navy, so her biograph-
ical milestones are accompanied by images of the symbols
representing the naval ranks she obtained (commodore, cap-
tain, commander, etc.). Marissa Mayer, in parallel, has good
visual documentation because, throughout her life, she has
played a leading role in several large information technol-
ogy companies (such as Google or Yahoo!) and has often
appeared in media as a representative of them (see Figure
8). Ornithologist Pamela Rasmussen has been discovering
different bird species during her career, and these milestones
can be easily documented with explanatory pictures. Finally,
the chemist Donna Nelson won academic awards in vari-
ous ceremonies recorded by media and provided scientific
advice for television productions (such as Breaking Bad)
which facilitated her media exposure.

These women biographies, which stand out for their high
visual content on Wikipedia, are not structured as a narrative
about invention and material transformation, which seems
to be the type of story with the greatest visual potential in
people linked to science and technology. In their articles,
a narrative about the relevant and publicized milestones of
their professional careers prevails. This form of biographi-
cal story undoubtedly has a high direct graphic potential, as
each milestone can be recorded visually in Wikipedia. Still,
it is not usually connected with a significant indirect visual
trace, such as that left by objects related to material produc-
tions and inventions (e.g. plans, sketches, formulas). This
relative lack of material traces could partly explain the vi-
sual advantage of men in this specific category of articles.
An example of these different narrations is shown in Fig. 8.

5 Discussion
Our results underscore the need for analyzing images to
study gender gaps in Wikipedia content. A long tradi-
tion of studies focused on advertisements has previously
shown that images are critical tools for diffusing gender
roles and stereotypes (Goffman 1979; Jones 1991; Kang
1997; Klassen, Jasper, and Schwartz 1993; McLaughlin and
Goulet 1999). Our results, complementarily, indicate that vi-
sual gender differences on certain dimensions are indepen-
dent of disparities generated in written content. That sug-
gests that, if the visual analysis is overlooked, cumulative
content asymmetries are likely to be less accurately diag-
nosed and sometimes under- or over-valued.

It is helpful to revisit our results to clarify the above
idea. Take the case of arts and sports biographies in English
Wikipedia. In both occupational groups, articles about men
and women showed, on average, gender equality in the writ-
ten dimension (considering both the quantity and quality).
That could lead us to diagnose the absence of bias and the
similarity between both groups in terms of gender patterns.
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Figure 8: Left: Pictures showing inventions and artefacts on the wiki pages for René Laennec and J. J. Thompson (two men in
Science and Technology). Right: Images capturing professional milestones on the biographies of Sophie Germain and Marissa
Mayer (two women in Science and Technology).

However, when we analyze the images of these biographies,
significant gender asymmetries are found, which also dif-
ferentiate both occupational groups’ diagnoses. Arts biogra-
phies display a clear male visual preference (men have bi-
ographies with more and better-quality images than women).
In contrast, in sports articles, female biographies register on
average more and better-quality images. These gender bi-
ases establish relevant differences between both groups of
biographies. Still, they had not been previously identified
due to the dearth of systematic research on images.

Besides, our results illustrate the complexity of visual
asymmetries. We have documented that gender gaps can-
not be reduced to a single bias or content production stage.
On the contrary: the visual treatment of gender seems to be
a specific “domain” or “register” of communication, which
cuts across Wikipedia’s main editorial processes. Therefore,
to offer a global and systematic perspective on gender bias
on this platform, it is preferable to use multiple indicators,
associated with many asymmetries along the main stages
of content production (selection, building, and positioning).
This approach allows us to comprehensively observe how
Wikipedia organizes the visibility of each gender, respecting
the high level of complexity of this platform and its specific
way of organizing visual content (Beytı́a and Wagner 2022).

The Glass Ceiling theory (Wagner et al. 2016) is one
of the few approaches that has problematized gender bias
in a complex and multidimensional way. From that con-

ceptual framework, women have higher entry barriers into
Wikipedia’s record, which causes only very notable women
to be documented. That “creaming” phenomenon (Lacireno-
Paquet et al. 2002) –where only the most select group is in-
corporated into the biographical record– would explain that
women tend to have, on average, equal or better content and
positioning than men. This theory proposes that gender bias
in Wikipedia is fundamentally developed at the article se-
lection stage; once women overcome that entry barrier, they
obtain similar or better content and positioning than men.

Our results support aspects of this thesis since they show
that the male bias is produced mainly in selecting articles. In
none of the ten languages analyzed do female biographies
represent more than 23% of the record. However, our data
also show that there exist consistent male biases after the se-
lection stage. In several languages (French, Chinese, Span-
ish, Bengali, English, and Portuguese) the image quantity is
larger for men. And this is not the only bias after articles se-
lection. Empirical studies have found that men biographies
tend to have greater centrality in the hyperlink network be-
tween articles (Graells-Garrido, Lalmas, and Menczer 2015;
Wagner et al. 2015).

Furthermore, our results dispute that women portrayed on
Wikipedia are, on average, equally or more notable than
men. In Chinese, Indonesian and Spanish, for example,
men’s biographies average higher notability (i.e., multilin-
gual coverage) than those of women. Also in some occu-
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pational areas (such as science and technology in English
Wikipedia), the men portrayed have greater notability than
the women. That suggests that, despite the limited inclusion
of women’s biographies, in not all languages nor occupa-
tions women have higher barriers to entry than men.

Taken together, these findings motivate further specifica-
tion and refinement of the Glass Ceiling theory. Most of the
gender bias on Wikipedia indeed comes from the article se-
lection processes (across the ten languages reviewed). How-
ever, choosing only very notable and famous women: (1)
does not eliminate the existence of systematic male biases
after selection (generated in content building and position-
ing processes), and (2) does not necessarily result in female
biographies being equally or more notable than male biogra-
phies (in terms of multilingual coverage).

Furthermore, it is necessary to advance explanations for
these biases. What could be underlying these content pat-
terns? We can suggest a general hypothesis with the help of
previous research. It is quite possible that gender inequality
in the composition of editors is the main driver of gender
biases in content. This is because Wikipedia editors tend to
develop an “ingroup bias”, i.e. “to present their own group
(the ingroup) in a systematically more favorable way” (Oe-
berst et al. 2020). For example, editors in a specific lan-
guage tend to select more information about events, peo-
ple or things linked to territories that speak the same lan-
guage (Overell and Rüger 2011). And the same is true with
respect to gender: research has documented that Wikipedia
editors tend to write proportionally more about people and
topics related to their own gender identity (Lam et al. 2011;
Hinnosaar 2019). Such self-reference to one’s own gender
could be generating deep biases in content selection, as sev-
eral studies have shown that within Wikipedia only between
8.5% and 16.1% of editors are women (Glott, Schmidt, and
Ghosh 2010; Wikimedia 2011; 2012; Hill and Shaw 2013;
Minguillón et al. 2021).

The above argument allows explaining global trends in
gender gaps in content. According to it, when there are bi-
ases that favor men, this can be partly explained by the fact
that the editors of those articles are mostly men. However,
that is not enough if we want to explain ambivalent con-
tent, i.e., when in the same editing environment (e.g., In-
donesian Wikipedia) some indicators favor men and others
favor women. These cases are precisely the ones that this
research has helped to identify, and which generate entirely
new questions. Why in Chinese Wikipedia, women tend to
have more written content and men more visual content?
Why in the sports biographies of English Wikipedia, it is
women who tend to have more images and men more writ-
ten content? These questions are still unanswered, since the
literature that evaluates gender bias in a complex way (in
multiple dimensions) and considering the written and vi-
sual domain has been virtually nonexistent. We think that
they should be answered with studies focused on a specific
editing environment (e.g., editors of religious biographies
on Wikipedia in Spanish) and hopefully including qualita-
tive methods (such as interviews, participant observation, or
ethnography) to further understand how that editing environ-
ment contributes to producing gender gaps.

In addition to its theoretical contributions, this study has
some practical implications. As mentioned, many initia-
tives have been created to balance information between
men and women (Women in Red, Women in Green,
Wiki Loves Women, WikiWomen’s Collaborative, Edita-
tona, Art+Feminism, 500 Women Scientists, etc.). The re-
search in this paper provides granular insights on how such
initiatives can balance visual gender gaps: we show the sig-
nificant types of bias, in which languages they are most
strongly expressed, and in which specific groups of occu-
pations. The current study is one of the largest and most
comprehensive studies of gender bias on Wikipedia, and the
findings of this article (and the accompanying dataset) could
guide those efforts, define priorities, and improve equity in
Wikipedia content.

For example, our results indicate that gender bias in article
selection occurs more strongly in some languages (such as
Russian and Arabic). In contrast, asymmetry in the number
of images is more present in others (such as French and Chi-
nese). These details in the diagnosis of each language make
it possible to guide editorial initiatives more effectively and
define which aspects should be prioritized (e.g., incorporat-
ing images or the increase in visual quality). Furthermore,
our distinction of occupations –which is available for the ten
languages in our database– allows these initiatives to focus
their efforts further. For example, in English Wikipedia, the
editing of female biographies linked to arts could be a prior-
ity since they have an unfavorable visual treatment regarding
quantity and quality of images.

It is important to list some technical limitations of this
study. First, we did not consider biographies in all lan-
guages, but only in the ten with the most speakers. Sec-
ond, we did not classify all occupations, but only the 300
most mentioned. Third, we did not conduct an in-depth vi-
sual analysis, considering detailed representations in the im-
ages. For example, the studies on advertisements we have
mentioned usually evaluate six aspects of the pictures that
construct female stereotypes: relative size, feminine touch,
function ranking, the family, ritualization of subordination,
and licensed withdrawal (Goffman 1979; Kang 1997). As a
macro approach to shed light on Wikipedia’s visual biases,
our research does not reach that level of analytical detail.
However, future research work could be designed to over-
come this limitation.

Finally, our study has some explanatory limitations. Our
results show relevant differences in the visual content of the
articles but do not explain all these differences. On one hand,
it would be pertinent to investigate the editors’ motive: vi-
sual differences could be established, for example, because
they (a) decide not to publish pictures, (b) do not have per-
mission to publish them, or (c) do not have access to an
image of what they want to illustrate. On the other hand,
one could ask whether the biographies’ occupational com-
position explains some of the differences in the broad occu-
pational categories. For example, we know that, in English
Wikipedia, women have on average better-quality images
than males in sports occupations. Perhaps this is explained
by the fact that certain specific sports tend to generate very
good quality images, and a higher proportion of women par-
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ticipate in those sports. For instance, the case of badminton
players on English Wikipedia: they have in general very high
quality of images, and the percentage of women dedicated
to this sport is higher than the percentage of men. We be-
lieve that future research could investigate these explanatory
aspects in more specific editing environments or in more fo-
cused categories of articles.

6 Conclusions
This study’s main objective was to advance the development
of a general and systematic perspective on visual gender bias
in Wikipedia biographies. Previous research has had multi-
ple limitations. They have typically focused on a minimal
range of occupations, explored the topic on a monolingual
level, and have not compared visual asymmetries with other
content gaps. Our study has sought to overcome these limi-
tations: (1) it analyzed visual gender gaps in a vast spectrum
of 300 occupations, (2) it studied monolingual and multi-
lingual asymmetries, in English Wikipedia and the ten most
spoken languages, (3) it looked at quantitative and qualita-
tive aspects of the images used in those articles, and (4) it
compared visual gender asymmetries with non-visual indi-
cators of content, especially metrics of written content.

Our results highlighted some trends across the ten most
spoken languages. (1) Much of the male bias develops at
the selection stage of biographical articles. (2) Regarding
the amount of content, these languages tend to have a fe-
male bias in the text quantity and a male bias in the image
quantity. (3) Our metrics also indicate that in the ten lan-
guages female biographies have better content quality, and
in almost all of them (except French and Portuguese) they
average higher image quality.

We further explored the case of English Wikipedia and ar-
rived at some findings. (1) The male bias in article selection
is significantly more marked in occupations linked to army
and religion than in arts and humanities. (2) After the article
selection stage, image quantity is the only metric with typ-
ical male asymmetry. (3) Visual and written content have a
clear break down in the content building metrics: the amount
and quality of text favor female biographies, while the image
quantity favors male. (4) The multilingual article coverage is
biased slightly towards women. Our qualitative analysis of
science and technology biographies suggests that the narra-
tive of image-rich articles is different for men and women.
Male biographies often concentrate on the invention of ob-
jects, which has a greater potential for visual documentation,
whereas female articles focus on professional milestones.
This narrative analysis, associated with specific occupations
and languages, can provide relevant clues to understand the
generation of gender biases in Wikipedia biographies. Taken
together, these results shed light on the types of visual bi-
ases that arise in collaborative Wikipedia editing and provide
guidelines for management of these content asymmetries.
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